HFC Marvel Heroes Mod

Module 1: Combat Mod
__________________________
Introduction (Designer’s notes):
The following modification of the combat sequence for the Marvel Heroes Board Game
was developed in order to enhance the game experience and especially to bring even more
tense moments into the combat of the Heroes vs the Villains.
The HFC Combat Mod allows for some new actions within the battle system which can make
the confrontation a much deeper experience - since the action on the gaming board now
comes a bit closer to a real combat situation. This means you get some control over your
fighting team in terms of which character goes after which opponent and what happens if a
fighter gets some help from another if a certain situation allows for it.
Basically, we changed two major concepts of the combat system:



All villain cards and all heroes who are in a given fight (whether as a supporter or
lead character) can potentially participate in the combat.
In addition to Win / Lost results, we added the Stun result. The combat result is a
“stun” on ties. The player who is the first to recover from the stun, can use the
fact that his opponent is still stunned to his advantage.

1. Reasons for “All villains and supporting heroes can
(potentially) participate in a given fight”
The original rules connect the involved fighters to the trouble level so that a low trouble level
can only cause battles of super-heroes vs some weak villains. Each villain card can be played
either as a lead villain or as a backup effect, while some cards (agents) can only be played
as backup effects and can't be played as characters at all.
The rules state that this portrays an actual fighting situation where a lead villain is supported
by other characters and where certain effects can influence the battle. The problem is that despite the fact that you can use the backup effects of other villain characters - it’s usually
somewhat difficult to imagine this as a villain group opposing a super hero team because
you can only use the rather abstract and somewhat generic backup effects, but not the
characters themselves who actually bring these effects into play.
For example, if your opponent tries to solve a headline that has a final trouble level of 4 and
you have three cards in your 'villain hand' (say - Mole Man, Juggernaut and Skrull Warriors),
then you could choose to either:
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1. play Mole Man as the lead villain with Skrull Warriors as a backup effect card
2. play Mole Man as the lead villain with Juggernaut as the backup effect.
Juggernaut can't be played with a trouble level of 4 so he can only back up a cheaper (i.e.
weaker) villain in his fight and Skrull Warriors can only be played as a backup effect (i.e.
they can't be played as actual characters). According to the original rules, the situation won't
change after your initial decision, so if you decide to play Mole Man, supported by
Juggernaut’s backup effect, then you actually have the Mole Man fighting as the frontman
with the option to use the 'Fury' effect of Juggernaut to cancel 1 KO, without getting much
help from him as a fighter. You then either win the fight with Mole Man or you get defeated
and the lead villain and the backup effect are both discarded after the fight – so Juggernaut
is out of the game until the villain deck is reshuffled again. But that doesn't mean you will
get him next time and it doesn't mean that you'll face high enough trouble levels to bring
him in into the game in a later game round. This doesn't give the true-to-the-comicsimpression of a fight involving a group of Villains against a group of heroes, it's more a 1 on
1 fight with some abstract possible effects on both sides. Although the game as such is
supposed to be a strategic game, it does include tactical aspects when it comes to combat.
Nevertheless, it keeps the rather abstract system of a strategic level game in combat, which
is not really satisfying and a waste of cool characters.
In Marvel Heroes, the Ready Hero as well as the Lead Villain are the characters who are the
current focus of the combat situation. This now can change due to a decision by both players
(Interception option in the attack/defend phase and New Target option in the Outwit
phase).

2. Reasons for adding a “stun” result
Furthermore, the unmodified combat procedure allows the attacker to score a hit if the
attack and the defense roll are a tie. If we presume that the attack factor is the strength of
an attack hitting the 'wall of defense' factor, then a tie seems sufficient enough to block this
attack strength and to avoid getting a KO. Weak Villains become even weaker when a tie is
sufficient to score a KO, so again – not very satisfying.
These two aspects of the game are modified by our Mod in order to allow for some more
action, more decision-making. We want to portray a 'more realistic' combat situation where
more than one character is fighting each other.
The combat procedures in fights vs. Lead Villains and fights vs. Masterminds differ slightly.
We provided two flowcharts (Heroes vs. Lead Villain and Heroes vs. Mastermind) which
depict the changes of the basic combat system for easy reference.

The Combat Mod
In order to use the Combat Mod, replace the Resolving Combat part of the original
rulebook with the following procedure:
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I. Heroes vs. Lead Villains
Resolving Combat:
The Hero player controls the Super Heroes during combat, while the player who plays the
Lead Villain controls the Lead Villain and any Backup Effects.
Before combat, the Hero player takes three Combat Power tokens of different colors, and his
opponent does the same. Then combat begins.
Each combat follows the Combat Sequence:
1)
2)
3)
4)

Choose Powers
The character with Initiative attacks, and the opponent defends.
The character without Initiative attacks, and the opponent defends.
Outwit contest

These steps are repeated, if necessary, until the combat ends.
In the first combat sequence, the Super Hero has Initiative.

1) Choose Powers
Each player secretly chooses one Combat Power by selecting one of the three Combat Power
tokens. Then both players simultaneously reveal their choice and check the values of their
Attack, Defend, and Outwit ratings.

2) First Attack Phase:
The character with the Initiative rolls a number of dice equal to the Attack rating of his
chosen power; after that his opponent rolls a number of dice equal to the Defend rating of
his chosen power. Count and compare the number of HITS rolled on the dice.
If the attacking player's Attack rating is 0, skip this phase. If the defending player's defend
rating is 0, the attacker will score a KO unless he does not roll any HITS.
There are three possible combat results:
 If the attacker's total number of HITS is greater than the defender's, the attacker
scores one KO against the defender (put a white KO marker on the Hero/Villain). The
attacker must at least roll one hit to inflict a KO. If the defender now has a number of
KO's equal to his KO value, the defender is defeated and combat ends immediately.
Otherwise, combat continues with the Second Attack phase.
 If the attacker’s total number of HITS is lower than than the defender’s, the result is
a miss and he doesn’t score a KO.
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 If the attacker's total number of HITS is equal to the defender's, the result is a
STUN. Both combatants are considered to be stunned by such an attack, no KO is
inflicted and both players have to make a RECOVERY DR.
o

If both players rolled a final result of 0, no STUN is possible in the fight. (Final
= after all possible modifications due to certain backup effects and combat
abilities have been applied). Treat the combat result as “miss”, nothing
happens.

Recovery DR:
STUN results portray a certain time of confusion among the leading fighters (Ready
Heroes/Lead Villain) after a heavy blow that had severe effects on both combatants.
This time of confusion opens an opportunity window for the other characters in the
fight to intervene and help their comrades in a more direct way.
To see who is able to get up faster after being stunned, both players make a
RECOVERY DR with a D6. Die rolls are made until one of the players gets a higher
number on the D6 (i.e. you roll again if the result is a tie until you get a higher/lower
result).
A successful recovery means that a player’s Hero/Villain has recovered faster than the
opponent, so that he can use the situation to his advantage.
Important: Even if a player wins the Recovery DR, a stun result is never considered
to be a “Win” result (important for applying special powers which are connected to
“winning a roll”)!

Stun options:
 If the Villain has recovered faster (=won the Recovery DR), then he has three
possible options:




1. Interception (a supporting Villain rushes in and attacks the hero
while the former Lead Villain retreats)
2. Flanking Attempt (the Villain uses the time the ready hero is
stunned to attack the supporting hero)
3. Preparation (the Villain uses the time the ready hero is stunned to
prepare for a strong attack, to use the environment to his advantage or
to call for support).

 If the Hero has recovered faster than the Villain, his only option is doing an
Interception. That means that a Hero cannot make a Flanking Attempt or a
Preparation. Basically, the main reason for the Hero player to roll for recovery
is to deny the Villain the use of one of his three options.
After the winner of the Recovery DR has decided which action he will take (which is
always optional, not mandatory, and only possible if the situation allows it), the
effects are applied immediately. Combat then continues normally.
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Recovery Actions:
1. Interception:
After a STUN result, the winning player of the RECOVERY DR can decide to change
positions within his group of fighters. So, a successful Recovery allows to:
1) Shift a Ready Hero into the support role and one of the currently Supporting Heroes
into the Ready position
or

2) Shift the Lead Villain into the back, making him a Backup Effect and shifting one of
the Backup Effect cards (that must be also a character, i.e. no agents) into the role of
the Lead Villain.







KOs that were inflicted on the Ready Hero or the Lead Villain are not removed
when the character changes his position due to Interception, but are taken with
him and remain with the character.
The initially chosen combat power stays in effect even if Interception takes place,
which means that Interception is only possible if the character in question does
possess the combat power (red, orange, yellow) currently in effect. This will make
it necessary to actually think about the members of the group you want to enter
the fray with, allowing for some interesting strategic decisions (do I want to have
this strong back up effect to support the Lead Villain, even if he can't be used as a
character in a possible Interception? Or do I use a weaker back up effect but keep
more flexible in changing fighters?).
Interception is only allowed as a shift between the positions of Ready and
Supporting Hero or Lead Villain and Backup Effect. So you can't make a
Supporting Hero ready in addition to other ready heroes in the district via
Interception or create more than one Lead Villain.
If Interception takes place, then the intercepting Hero must finish the battle to its
conclusion that was started by the former Ready Hero he is now replacing (i.e. if
you have more than one Hero in the district you still can change positions
between the Ready Heroes only at the beginning of a new combat sequence).

2. Flanking Attempt:
When the Villain decides to make a Flanking Attempt, then the player rolls a D6 and if
this roll is higher than the Level of the supporting hero, he is able to attack him and
knock him out. This means that the supporting hero is unavailable for the Hero
player's next roll (=no dice boosting, no support abilities). Push the miniature over to
show that a supporter was successfully flanked and stand it back upright after the
next combat roll is resolved.
The supporting Hero does not get a KO marker due to the first flanking attack but will
receive a KO by each consecutive successful flanking attack (Use plot points to mark
how many flanking attacks were done against the hero).
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3. Preparation:
When the Villain player chooses the Preparation option, he draws a Villain card and
puts it under his Lead Villain, so that only the backup effect part of the card is visible,
no matter which card it is. The card that comes into play this way is not a new
character, so it can't be used for a possible Interception - it's simply an effect that the
lead villain can use for himself (because he used the time and prepared for the attack
while the hero was down after the Stun).
Any time a Lead Villain who still has his 'Preparation effect' in play is moved to the
back because of an Interception, this ability is not available anymore (simply put the
villain card on top of the effect card so that it covers it completely) as long as he is
supporting the new Lead Villain. Only his own backup effect can be used to support
the new Lead Villain.
Whenever the Villain is moved back into the position of the Lead Villain, simply move
the villain card up a bit so that the effect can be seen again.
When the villain's backup effect is used to support the Lead Villain, both cards (the
villain card and any preparation effect covered by this card) are discarded.

3) Second Attack Phase:
The second attack is resolved just like the first attack, except that the character with
Initiative is the defender and his opponent is the attacker. If neither the Super Hero nor the
Villain have been defeated after this phase, combat continues with the Outwit Contest.

4) Outwit Contest:
In the Outwit contest, each player rolls a number of dice equal to the Outwit rating of his
chosen Power. The player that scores more HITS can now decide to:
or

1) inflict a KO on the opposing character
2) choose a NEW TARGET

In addition, the player who wins the Outwit contest gains Initiative for the next combat
sequence (if the opponent has not been defeated already).

Choose New Target:
 If the Hero player wins the Outwit contest (which is actually understood as a
tactical maneuvre in this Mod) and he decides not to inflict a KO on the
opposing character, he can choose any backup effect card as a New Target
for the next combat sequence. The so chosen backup effect card becomes the
new Lead Villain while the former Lead Villain shifts back into the role of a
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backup effects card.
 If the Villain player wins the Outwit contest, he can decide to attack one of
the Supporting Heroes who becomes the Ready Hero in the next combat
sequence, shifting the roles between Ready/Supporting the same way as it can
happen with Interception.






In case of a multi-character combat the Villain player can choose a New
Target among all ready and supporting Heroes in the district. If a
Supporting Hero becomes the New Target, one of the Ready Heroes
takes the supporting role – Villain player’s choice!
Villain non-character cards (i.e. Agents such as Skrull Warriors) and
Hero Allies can be chosen as a New Target. Whenever such a card is
chosen as a new target, remove one plot point attached to them or the
card itself when no plot points are available anymore.
The player has to decide which New Target he actually wants to attack,
he cannot choose more than one target this way!

II. Heroes vs. Masterminds
First / Second Attack Phase:
In a Mastermind vs Hero combat it's still possible to get a STUN result when the
attack/defend rolls are a tie, but the results are different from combats vs. Lead Villains.
As usual the players perform the Recovery DR to see who can use the confusion from such a
stun result to his advantage. Interception, Flanking and Preparation are not possible in a
Mastermind vs Hero combat, instead of that the winner of the Recovery DR gets
Reinforcements.

Reinforcements:




If the Mastermind wins the Recovery DR, the player draws one Villain card from the
deck and can then immediately play a new Henchmen from his hand to give his
Mastermind a new backup effect.
If the Hero player wins the Recovery DR, the player draws one Resource card and
can then immediately play one Ally card from his hand.



If the player who is entitled to get reinforcements does not have any playable
cards in his hand, the opportunity is forfeited (Reinforcements are on the way, but
have not arrived yet).
Allies played as Reinforcements are played on the board like the Henchmen of
the Mastermind and are considered temporary Allies just for the current combat,
so they do not count against having a maximum of three Allies in play. They are
removed once the combat is over.

Note: AIM Operatives cannot forbid the use of Reinforcements. They only affect the Allies
you had in your team from the beginning. Simply make sure to have your reinforcements in
a separate area of the gaming table to see who is a 'normal' Ally and who belongs to the
Reinforcements.
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Outwit Contest:
In the outwit contest, the New Target rule is not in effect. If players roll a tie in the outwit
contest, nothing happens. Initiative remains with the player who currently has initiative.

Check out our other HFC Marvel Heroes Mod Modules on www.homefrontcenter.de. In
addition to this combat mod, we offer a mod named “Gambit’s Table” which supplements the
Story action with tempting new options.
We also offer a Patch to the basic game which clarifies misunderstood and easily overlooked
rules and fixes common rules problems.
All our modules can be added separately to the basic game or can be played together. They
have been extensively playtested, but input and suggestions are welcome!
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HFC Marvel heroes combat mod flowchart:

Heroes vs. Lead villains

HFC Marvel heroes combat mod flowchart:

Heroes vs. Mastermind
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